
The competitive advantage you’ve been searching for 
begins with our dedicated team of proactive, collaborative 
professionals working toward a common goal: Your Success.   

Innovation Combined with Initiative
               Speeds Your Time to Market

Winning Teams 
Meet Every Challenge. 

Together.
 

Works proactively and makes 
valuable contributions to your 
success

Contributes value through drive, 
independent thought 
and initiative

Is adaptable to an ever-changing 
agile environment
 
Understands the value of 
teamwork

Has established industry QA 
experience

Shares your business norms and 
business day/time zone

Is open and honest in all 
interactions

Can easily visit you on location

Protects your physical and 
intellectual property
 
Becomes a valuable company 
asset

Operates autonomously with its 
own priorities

Is task-minded, pursues its own 
objectives

Adheres to its “comfort zone” 
methodologies

May not understand the value of 
collaboration

Has unknown QA experience

May not share your time zone, 
which delays communication as 
much as twelve hours
 
May avoid open communication 
for fear of giving offense

May only offer a long distance 
relationship

May expose your physical and 
intellectual property to risk

May put your company at a 
competitive disadvantage

Your OurSourcing™ Partner An Outsourced Vendor

OurSourcing™ is outsourcing 

transformed. Your success is made 

possible by a talented team of problem 

solvers, innovators and implementers 

who understand the value of shared 

missions, visions and values.

Shared Vision and Goals

Your goal is to release a high quality 

software product. We share that goal. 

OurSourcing™ is a collective commit-

ment to success that transcends 

simple “bug hunting” and makes 

signi�cant contributions toward 

achieving your objectives. As your 

OurSourcing™ partner, Shasta QA 

works tirelessly to help you get to 

market faster and enhance client 

satisfaction while staying within your 

timeline and budget.

OurSourcing is a trademark of Shasta QA.    © 2013, Shasta QA. 

A Software Testing Company
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Phone:   855.487.2772
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CONTACT US:

Gain a Valuable
Competitive Advantage

OurSourcing is a trademark of Shasta QA.    © 2013, Shasta QA. 

Develop a Valuable 
            Competitive Advantage 
      Through OurSourcing™

Open, Honest Communication

There is value in knowing the true status of your 

project. As an extension of your team, an 

OurSourcing™ partner will provide you with 

consistent and accurate information throughout 

your project. From our �rst conversation to “code 

complete” we combine open communication with 

proven methodologies to deliver proven results. 

Drive Your Project to Completion

Shasta QA is true to you and true to our team. 

Just as you believe in developing high quality 

products, we believe in developing high quality 

people who take ownership in your project. We 

foster a culture of collaborative innovation, which 

drives your project to completion more rapidly. 

OurSourcing™ is an investment in people and 

relationships. Accelerated time to market, quality 

software and an enhanced user experience are the 

natural products of this investment. 

With OurSourcing™, the barriers between internal 

and external resources are removed allowing 

software developers and QA engineers to work 

in unison to achieve a common goal. The con- 

structive relationships developed between team 

members make it possible to anticipate problems 

and respond to them quickly. This alliance pays 

off in productivity, which transforms traditional 

outsourcing from compulsory need to a valuable 

competitive advantage.

A Software Testing Company


